We propose a new dark matter candidate, light decoupled techni-dilaton, which arises from the almost scale-invariant/conformal (extreme walking) technicolor. We investigate its characteristic nature and discuss several cosmological and astrophysical constraints. It turns out that technidilatons are extremely weakly interacting and produced dominantly by the non-thermal mechanism to become the main component of dark matter with mass range between around 0.01 eV and 500 eV for extreme walking technicolor scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent observation in astrophysics and cosmology clearly indicates dark matter constitutes 23% of total energy in the present Universe. The combined analysis, including galaxy rotation curves, gravitational lensing, cosmic microwave background and structure formation, shows that dark matter is non-baryonic, weakly interacting and cold. It therefore demands to go beyond the standard model (SM) of particle physics to accommodate dark matter.
Certain viable models beyond the SM involve scenarios of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking, so-called technicolor (TC) [1] , in which the electroweak symmetry is broken dynamically without a fundamental Higgs, by the nonperturbative condensate of techni-fermion and anti-techni-fermion, F F , triggered by the new gauge interaction. The electroweak precision data and the absence of flavor changing neutral currents constrain properties of the TC gauge dynamics [2] to be almost conformal or scale-invariant (walking) [3] [4] [5] [6] , characterized by a large anomalous dimension (γ m ≃ 1) of technifermion bilinearF F . The TC gauge coupling (α) then has an almost nonrunnning/conformal behavior between the techni-fermion mass scale m F = O(10 3 GeV) at infrared (IR) and the intrinsic scale of walking TC at ultraviolet (UV), Λ TC , which is usually identified with extended TC (ETC) scale [7] , Λ ETC = O(10 6 GeV), but not in our proposal.
The almost conformal property implies existence of the approximate scale invariance, whose spontaneous breaking then leads to generation of (almost) massless dilaton. In walking TC the (approximate) scale symmetry is broken by the nonperturbative generation of techni-fermion mass m F . The dynamical generation of m F is characterized by essential singularity scaling, what is called Miransky scaling [8] [9] [10] tied with the conformal phase tran-sition [11] :
where α cr is the critical coupling for the chiral symmetry breaking and α m (> α cr ) is the gauge coupling measured at m F . By the Goldstone theorem, therefore, dilaton, the Nambu-Goldstone boson for the spontaneously broken scale symmetry, emerges in walking TC [4, 12] . Actually, the "fixed" coupling α m becomes dependent of Λ TC /m F and starts "running" according to Eq.(1), to break the scale symmetry explicitly:
where D µ is the dilatation current composed of TC sector fields and G µν is the field strength tensor of technigluons. Thus the nonperturbative generation of technifermion mass explicitly (as well as spontaneously) breaks the scale symmetry due to the nonperturbative running (walking) given by Miransky scaling, Eq.(1). The dilaton therefore becomes massive (pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson) by this "nonperturbative-explicit breaking effect", which was long ago predicted in walking TC as a techni-dilaton (TD) [4] . Thereby, the TD mass M TD and the coupling, set by the decay constant F TD , are associated to the nonperturbative beta function β(α). This can be easily seen if we assume the partially conserved dilatation currents (PCDCs):
where E vac denotes the vacuum energy density governed by the techni-gluon condensation triggered by the nonperturbative generation of m F . The nonperturbative beta function β(α) in Eq. (2) describes the running (walking) for a wide range from the (UV) intrinsic scale Λ TC to the (IR) techni-fermion mass scale m F , which can be extremely hierarchical, say, Λ/m F ≈ 10 9 due to the essential singularity scaling Eq.(1). For instance, if α m = 1.03 α cr , then Λ TC ≈ 10 9 m F and the theory is extremely walking. On the other hand, if α m = 1.25 α cr , one would have Λ TC ≈ 10 3 m F , close to Λ ETC . Though the precise value of α m is determined dynamically, it lies parametrically between α cr and α * , the quasi IR fixed point of walking TC [13] . Thus the extremely walking theory which yields the extreme scale hierarchy Λ TC /m F ≈ 10 9 can be realized if α cr and α * are very close to each other.
Since the TD mass M TD and decay constant F TD couple directly with β(α) (via the nonperturbative scale anomaly Eq.(3)) and hence originate from either the UV scale (Λ TC ) 1 or the IR scale (m F ), they could be of the same order, or even extremely hierarchical as well as Λ TC and m F . However, recall that the TD should be lighter than other TC hadrons like techni-rho meson (with mass of order of a few TeV) because of the pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson's nature. The scale of M TD should therefore be set by the IR scale, m F , which leaves us only two possibilities that i)
Several attempts to calculate M TD have so far been performed in a different context based on straightforward nonperturbative calculations with some approximations assumed [15] [16] [17] [18] . Those results suggest that M TD ∼ O(m F ) near the criticality of walking TC (α ≈ α cr ) and hence favor the case i). On the other hand, a recent holographic analysis [19] implies that M TD /m F ≪ 1 near the criticality, which supports the case ii). Thus the hierarchy between M TD and m F is still controversial at present, so one cannot exclude either the case i) or the case ii) above.
As for the TD decay constant F TD , no explicit estimate based on nonperturbative analysis has been carried out. Recently, however, one implication from holography [19] has been given to suggest that F TD ≫ m F near the criticality, so one expects F TD ∼ Λ TC from the nonperturbative scale anomaly (Eqs. (2)- (3)). The presence of such an extremely large F TD might be reasonable from a point of view of the naive dimensional analysis [20] since F TD ∼ Λ TC /4π when one considersà la chiral Lagrangian describing the dilaton dynamics, analogously to QCD pions.
Indeed, it turns out that the PCDC relation Eq.(3) allows the extremely hierarchical scales between M TD and F TD :
which can be clarified as follows. The estimate of the vacuum energy density E vac in Eq.(3) has been performed with some assumptions [21] or approximations [14, 22] independently of calculation of M TD . In an extremely walking case such as when Λ TC /m F ≈ 10 9 the nonrunning approximation for the TC gauge coupling (what is called standing limit) is sufficient for evaluating the vacuum energy. We then have
and hence
where N TC and N TF respectively stand for the number of TC and that of techni-fermions. Thus the PCDC Eq. (5) is consistent with the extremely hierarchical scenario Eq.(4). Since the walking TC yields γ m ≃ 1 for the technifermion bilinear operatorF F , the induced four-fermi operator (F F ) 2 having dim(F F ) 2 ≃ 4 becomes marginal as well as the TC gauge coupling α in the sense of renormalization group analysis. The form of scale anomaly Eq. (2), hence the PCDC relation in Eqs. (3) and (5), should then be modified by the presence of the fourfermi interaction. One might therefore think that our observation based on Eq. (5) would then make no sense. Actually, such four-fermi effects have been intensively studied through the analysis on the planar QED with nonrunning gauge coupling and four-fermion interactions added (what is called gauged Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model) [12, 15-17, 23, 24] . Particularly in Refs. [15, 23] , the vacuum energy density E vac was explicitly computed in the gauged NJL model with the nonrunning gauge coupling, so that the result essentially remains the same as in Eq. (5)
F . Thus our observation above will be unaffected even in the presence of the marginal four-fermi operator 2 . It is worth exploring what would happen if the extremely hierarchical scenario Eq.(4) could be realized 3 . In that case, the TD could become almost massless (≪ m F ) with the extremely large decay constant F TD (∼ Λ TC ) ≫ m F ≫ M TD . The TD interactions with other particles are then highly suppressed by the F TD , which would make the TD decoupled from the thermal background in the early Universe. Such a TD can therefore be a dark matter candidate, that we shall call a light decoupled TD.
In this paper we propose the light decoupled TD as a new candidate for dark matter which arises from extreme walking TC with Λ TC (∼ F TD ) ≈ 10 9 m F 4 . It has actually been suggested in Ref. [14] without explicit estimate that the decoupled TD might be a candidate for dark matter. In the following we show that the light decoupled TD can certainly be a new candidate for the dark matter by explicitly estimating the lifetime and relic abundance, consistently with cosmological and astrophysical constraints.
We describe here all the essential features of TD as dark matter in a self-contained manner, though some of the detailed calculations are deferred to a forthcoming longer version, which deals with other issues as well [26] .
II. LIFETIME
The TD decays into two photons through the scale anomaly involving techni-fermions (F ) and SM fermions (f ) in the loop. For the light decoupled TD case with M TD ≪ m F , m f , the decay rate Γ(D → γγ) is given as
where α EM denotes the fine structure constant and C ≡ (7) For TD to be a dark matter, its lifetime has to be longer than the age of the Universe, ∼ 10 17 sec, which places an upper bound for the TD mass, M TD 10 keV 5 , for the one-family TC model with m F = 10 3 GeV. This constraint also gives a lower bound on the TD decay constant through Eq.(5), F TD 10 11 GeV, which indeed implies the decoupled TD. Recall that, as noted above, the extremely large F TD is possible in the extremely walking case when α ≈ α cr which is realized by the nonperturbative beta function Eq.(2) coupling the TD to the nonperturbative scale anomaly Eq.(3).
walking TC and SM sectors, which is like an ETC, around at the scale ≃ 10 6 GeV below the intrinsic scale Λ TC . 5 Since M TD > 2mν , the D →νν decay rate might be included in the estimate of τ TD , which, however, turns out to be negligible due to the large suppression factor (mν /(α EM M TD )) 2 ∼ 10 −10 compared to the decay rate of Eq.(6).
III. THERMAL PRODUCTION
The TD will be generated at the same time or right after the techni-fermion condensate takes place at the temperature T = µ cr where α = α cr and µ cr satisfies m F = O(10 3 GeV) < µ cr < Λ TC (≃ F TD ) = O(10 11 GeV). As noted above, in addition, due to the Miransky scaling Eq.(1), the dynamical mass m F should be much smaller than the other two scales, so that m F /µ cr ≪ 1 and m F /Λ TC ≪ 1, i.e., m F ≪ µ cr < Λ TC . This hierarchical structure has actually been confirmed [14] by an explicit calculation in the walking TC, which predicts m F /Λ TC ≃ 10 −9 and µ cr /Λ TC ≃ 10 −3 for the case with an extremely large scale hierarchy. We thus see that, due to the large decay constant F TD 10
11
GeV, the TD decouples (with the decoupling temperature T d ∼ 10 10 GeV) from the thermal equilibrium as soon as it is produced at T = µ cr < F TD . We will take Λ TC (≃ F TD ) = 10
12 GeV, µ cr = 10 8 GeV and m F ≃ 10 3 GeV as the reference values inspired by the result of Ref. [14] .
Though the TD decouples from the thermal equilibrium right after its generation, it could be produced through scatterings of particles which are in the thermal equilibrium at T µ cr . Those thermal particles are assumed to include techni-hadrons and technifermions with masses of O(m F ) as well as the SM particles. The most dominant contribution is expected to come from the processes including QCD interactions with the relatively large QCD coupling α s ∼ 0.1. Among the QCD processes, the leading contributions arise from those having single TD in the final state with the suppression factor of 1/F TD . Such processes turn out to be Q(q) + g → D + Q(q) (Q(q) + g → D +Q(q)), Q(q) +Q(q) → D + g, P c + g → D + P c , P c + P c → D + g and g + g → D + g, where q(Q), g and P c denote the SM(techni-) quark, gluon, and colored-techni-pion, respectively. Since the TD production itself accompanies breaking of the dilatation/scale symmetry, those processes should involve the anomalous vertex breaking the dilatation symmetry coupled to the QCD gluon field strength
At non-trivial leading order of α s /F TD , the form of those cross sections then goes like ∼ α Plugging those cross sections into the Boltzmann equation, we can estimate the relic abundance of TD, Y TD ≡ n TD /s, the ratio of the number density of TD to the entropy density. The backreaction is safely neglected since the TD number density is much smaller than the photon number density in the thermal equilibrium. Using the boundary condition Y TD (T = µ cr ) = 0, we then find the relic abundance at present T = T 0 , produced relic density of TD,
which is, with a priori consistency with some astrophysical constraints taken into account, much smaller than the observed dark matter density ≃ 0.1.
IV. NON-THERMAL PRODUCTION
Analogously to the case of axion dark matter [27] , the population of TD could be accumulated by "misalignment" of the classical TD field σ D with the scaling dimension (3 − γ m ) ≃ 2. Below T = µ cr , the σ D develops a potential consistently with the nonperturbative scale anomaly Eq.(5) [22] :
(10) The corresponding form of the potential is depicted in Fig. 1 . Note that this form is fairly stable against both thermal and radiative corrections: thermal corrections are not generated since the TD decouples from the thermal equilibrium no sooner than its generation, while radiative corrections are almost negligible due to the large suppression by F TD .
Examining the dynamics at the classical level based on the potential Eq.(10) as well as the scale invariant kinetic term, it turns out [26] that the σ D starts oscillating with the initial position of the order of F TD as soon as the TD mass M TD becomes comparable with the Hubble parameter H where
. It happens at the temperature T os ≃ 10
, which is much later than the TD generation at T = µ cr = 10 8 GeV. During the oscillation, the number density per comoving volume is preserved due to the adiabatic expansion of the Universe, i.e., ρ TD (T 0 ) = ρ TD (T os ) · s(T 0 )/s(T os ). The non-thermally produced relic density is thus estimated to be 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Combining the thermal (Eq. (9)) and the non-thermal (Eq. (11)) productions, we estimate the total relic density of TD as Ω
See Fig. 2 which shows a contour plot on m F -M TD plane for the one-family model. The values of M TD has been restricted to a region, 0.01 ≤ M TD ≤ 500 eV, to be consistent with a priori astrophysical and cosmological constraints discussed below. The excluded regions correspond to the domains outside the curve for Ω tot TD h 2 = 0.11, which are separated into two areas: one is due to the excessive nonthermal production (upper area), while the other one due to the excessive thermal production (lower area).
Some phenomenological bounds on the TD mass or the decay constant would be induced from cosmological and astrophysical constraints on the intrinsic nature of the long-lived decoupled TD. Several comments on such an issue are in order.
The TD mass may be constrained by the experimental test of the gravitational inverse-square law [28] , which gives the lower bound, M TD 0.01 eV, with the coupling enhanced by a factor of (M P /F TD ) 2 ∼ 10 16 compared to a generic dilaton coupling associated with the Planck scale physics.
The excessive decay of TD with keV mass into photons would affect the observed flux of X-rays in the sky [29] . For the one-family model quoted in Fig. 2 , the X-ray background requires the TD mass to be less than around 500 eV.
Since TD couples to nucleons, the TD decay constant F TD may be constrained by energy loss in stars through the TD production out of stars similarly to the case of axion [27] . The most severe constraint would then come from neutron star cooling to give a lower bound on F TD , F TD 10 9 GeV. One can see, however, that this constraint is well satisfied if the lifetime of TD is long enough for TD to be a dark matter as in Eq. is due to the discrepancy between their energy densities, namely, F In conclusion, the population of TDs with mass range between around 0.01 eV and 500 eV can be produced in the early Universe, dominantly through the non-thermal production, which is rich enough to be the main component of dark matter (See Fig. 2 ).
The relic TD may be detected through the monoenergetic X-rays from the sky, where the source for such detection will be provided by the two-photon decay of TD or the electromagnetic resonant cavity based on the TD-photon conversion in strong electromagnetic background [30] . This issue is to be explored in detail in the future publication [26] .
